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ABSTRACT 

A system that conforms to FIPA specifications (standards) is a FIPA-compliant 
system, and can interoperate with any other heterogeneous system which is FIPA-
compliant also. The conversion of a MAS into a FIPA-compliant system (i.e. one 
that adheres to FIPA standards), is important to support interoperability across 
different MAS. A different approach to conforming a MAS to a FIPA-compliant 
one, other that the common one of converting the whole system to adhere to FIPA 
specifications, is the use of the FIPA-compliant gateways[5]. In this paper we 
extent our work on the FIPA-compliant gateways and we demonstrate the successful 
interoperability of the gateways based on a MAS utilising an active digital library 
composed of multi-spectral images of the Earth, as part of the Synthetic Aperture 
Radar Atlas (SARA).  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The conversion of a MAS into a FIPA-compliant system (i.e. a system that adheres to 
FIPA standards), implies that system developers must rebuild their systems based on FIPA 
specifications. Such a conversion imposes amendments on the system architecture to 
conform to the new standards, which results in extensive code implementation and testing 
procedures.  
In this paper we extent our work on the FIPA-compliant gateways[5]. We describe how a 
developer can attach the FIPA-compliant gateways to its MAS and we briefly discuss the 
advantages of adopting this approach. Finally, we demonstrate how interoperability can be 
applied to a MAS, with particular to the SARA (Synthetic Aperture Radar Atlas) 
architecture[11] by providing results of our experiments. 
 
 
2. UNDERSTANDING THE NOTION OF THE FIPA-COMPLIANT GATEWAYS 
Based on the guidelines provided by FIPA association, for an agent platform 
implementation to be considered FIPA-compliant, it must at least implement the “Agent 
Management” and “Agent Communication Language” specifications, which should 
conform to the latest experimental and/or standard  status specifications.  
The usual approach to conforming a MAS into a FIPA-compliant one, is to modify the 
whole system based on FIPA specifications. A different approach that has not yet been 
adopted by any developer is to amend just a part of the system’s architecture. The top 
picture of figure 1, represents a typical multi-agent system (MAS 1) that has been 
conformed to FIPA specifications in order to be able to interoperate i.e. receive/send data 
from/to other FIPA-compliant multi-agent systems  (EXternal MAS). The second picture of 
figure 1, represents our approach of conforming a MAS to a FIPA-compliant one. The 
actual architecture of the system remains the same as before but two FIPA-compliant 
gateways (in grey) have to be added to the system, that work as adaptors to ensure 
interoperability with other FIPA-compliant multi-agent systems (EX MAS). Interoperability 
in this sense applies at both the communication and application levels, as specified by 



FIPA specifications. The communication level comprises the connection and 
communication layer, where as the application level comprises the ontological and agent 
service layer[2].  

The two gateways are the FIPA-compliant part of the system. Each of those has all of the 
mandatory, normative components of the FIPA architecture. A representation of the FIPA-
compliant gateway architecture is depicted in figures 4 and 5 of sub-section 4.3, where we 
demonstrate the adoption of the FIPA-compliant gateways by the SARA multi-agent 
system. Each gateway contains three agents; the Agent Management System (AMS), the 
Directory Facilitator (DF) and the gateway agent. The AMS and DF are the FIPA agents, 
as defined by FIPA specifications. The gateway agent is the only agent of the system 
registered by both AMS and DF, which acts as a wrapper between MAS2 and any external 
MAS. All the available services of the system are represented by this agent. It is like 
having an ordinary FIPA compliant system with only one registered agent capable of 
providing services. The Directory Facilitator (DF) and Agent Communication Channel 
(ACC), which manage the gateway agent and communication channel, support the 
required infrastructure for enabling service interoperability and are part of the FIPA 
specifications. The communication between an EX MAS and MAS2 is accomplished 
though the Agent Communication Channel (ACC) and the protocols that are supported 
(concerning the connection layer) are reflected thought the platform address. The gateway 
agent communicates with agents from EX MAS using the FIPA Agent Communication 
Language (ACL). Its responsibility is to translate the incoming messages to a form 
understood by its internal agents i.e. the agents that are hidden by the EX MAS. Likewise, 
the internal agents’ requests  have to be also converted by the gateway agent into ACL 
messages, in order to be understood by an EX MAS. The gateway agent has a list of the 

Figure 1. Two different approaches of conforming an 
agent platform into a FIPA-compliant one 
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agents of the system along with the registered services (with DF) that each of them can 
provide. Therefore, based on the service requested by an EX MAS, the gateway agent 
knows to which system agent the message should be forwarded, after it has been 
translated into the form understood by the appropriate agent that receives the request. 
Hence, the external MAS does not see anything else apart from the gateway agent. The 
agent, after receiving a request from an external MAS (on the left side of MAS2) is 
responsible for transferring the request to the agents of its system, which are hidden by 
the external MAS, for processing the request. Once the request is accomplished, response 
is sent back to the external MAS through the gateway agent. In the case where agents 
from MAS 2 need to communicate with an external MAS (on the right side of MAS2), their 
request is passed through the gateway agent and translated into ACL; the results 
gathered by the external MAS are returned to MAS 2 agents through the gateway agent as 
well. 
The gateway agent also supports agent conversation sessions by supplying the 
conversation ID (of its communication with the external agent) to its appropriate internal 
agent along with the translated message. Once, it receives feedback from one of its internal 
agents, it replies to the corresponding external agent on the conversation indicated by the 
conversation ID received by the former one i.e. the conversation ID that the gateway agent 
had initially sent to its internal agent. 
The interoperability of the FIPA-compliant gateway may be further extended by defining 
extra layers. For instance, the utilisation of a security layer will enable heterogeneous MAS 
to interoperate using different security certificates. In addition, an agent mobility layer, will 
allow the realization of agent migration between heterogeneous MAS build on the same 
agent platform.   
 
2.1 INTRODUCING ADDITIONAL GATEWAY AGENTS 
Although, one of the advantages of the FIPA-compliant gateway is to isolate the 
interoperable part of the architecture i.e. the gateways, from the rest of the system for 
increasing security (since the policy of the architecture remains hidden to the foreign 
Agency), some developers might need to expose more than one agents to an external 
MAS. 
This could be overcome by adding more than one gateway agents to the FIPA-compliant 
gateway that provides interoperability between the legacy MAS and an external one, as 
shown in figure 2 (left picture). In this case, the agent that would need to be directly 
accessed by a external MAS could be represented by a separate gateway agent. For 
instance, with reference to figure 2, agent1 with service1 is resented by gateway agent1 
(GA), service2 of agent2 by GA2 and service3/4 & 5 by GA3.   
Even in the case where all of the available services provided by a legacy MAS are 
represented by a sole gateway agent, the introduction of multiple gateway agents  - with 
replicated services -   in the FIPA-compliant gateway may also be found useful in terms of: 



- Balancing the incoming requests  among the existing gateway agents. In a MAS with 
numerous receiving requests, the gateway agent that receives a request from an EX 
MAS may pass the request to another (less occupied) gateway agent. For instance, 
the steps that have to be followed in order a message to be passed from one gateway 
agent to another one, see figure 2 (right picture), are: 
 
Step 1: An agent from an EX MAS sends a request to GA1. 
Step 2: GA1 upon receipt of the request, if the message is not understood it replies the 

sender agent with a Not-understood message, otherwise it sends an Agree 
message including the parameter reply-to with value as the gateway agent’s 
name to which the message is forwarded i.e. GA2. Therefore, subsequent 
messages (from the external agent) will be directed to GA2. 

Step 3: GA1 forwards the external agent’s message to GA2 via an Inform message 
including the parameter reply-to with value as the external agent’s name. 

Step 4: GA2 communicates with its appropriate internal agent according to the service 
required. The message that is send to the internal agent is  the content of the 
GA1’s message, which has already been translated by GA1 (to validate the 
external agent’s message) to the form understood by their internal agents.  

Step 5: GA2 upon receipt of results from its internal agent, wraps-up them to an ACL 
message and sends it to the external agent via an Inform message. 

- Increasing fault tolerance of the interoperability part of a legacy MAS. The FIPA-
compliant gateways may be configured to be distributed i.e. each gateway agent to be 
distributed on a different host. Therefore, even  

 
To conclude, there are three case scenarios for the FIPA-compliant gateway that provides 
interoperability between the legacy MAS and an external one: (a) a single gateway agent 

Figure 2. Multiple gateway agents 
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with all the available services registered under its entity (b) a gateway agent per service (c) 
multiple gateway agents with replicated services. According to the MAS that need to 
address FIPA interoperability, developers can choose one of the above scenarios that suit 
their needs.  
 
2.2 ADVANTAGES OF ADOPTING THE FIPA-COMPLIANT 
GATEWAYS 
The alternative approach of using FIPA-compliant gateways for conforming a legacy MAS 
into a FIPA-compliant one as described in [5], yields the following advantages, briefly: 

 
- System’s architecture remains the same as before. Implementation is only needed for 
the FIPA-compliant gateways and the interaction between the gateway agents with the 
other agents of the system. The continuous improvement of FIPA specifications have a 
direct affect on the developer’s systems since they should conform to the latest 
specifications. Consequently, developers can save time in terms of design and 
implementation by applying the new standards (the FIPA revised specifications) only in 
a specific part of their system i.e the FIPA-compliant gateways; avoiding the complexity 
of amending the whole system. 

 
-   Security is increased. There is still no coherent agent security details from FIPA at 
this time. Although, FIPA is planning in the future to investigate security related issues 
within FIPA architecture and formulate a long term strategy for the integration of 
security features into FIPA specifications[1][8], there is currently debate as to whether a 
generic or default level of agent security ought to be specified. It is also required that 
such security criteria be applicable to different types of agent infrastructures and 
application domains[9]. 
Based on the gateways approach, isolating the interoperable part of the architecture (i.e. 
the gateways) from the rest of the system; increases security. The policy of the 
architecture remains hidden to the foreign Agency due to the FIPA-compliant gateways. 
The interaction between the system and a foreign agency is managed by the gateway 
agent; the rest of the agents, hardware/software resources cannot be accessed. Securing 
the FIPA-compliant gateways, from where foreign malicious agents can enter into the 
system, implies minimum security for the rest of the system. Therefore, the FIPA-
compliant gateways can also act as a shield for the core system. Requirements and 
design issues for adding security to FIPA agent systems can be found in [9]. 

 
-  Performance is improved. FIPA specifications exist for the intercommunication 
between heterogeneous agent systems i.e agents that are hosted on different platforms. 
Consider an agent system which does not need to communicate with a foreign one. The 
conversion of such a system into a FIPA-compliant one would be useless, since the 



agents which belong to the system can obviously interoperate between themselves. 
Since interoperability can be achieved with the use of the FIPA-compliant gateways 
without actually affecting the actual system, it is unnecessary to conform the whole 
system to FIPA specifications. For instance, the existence of the Directory Falicitator 
(DF), Agent Management System (MAS), Agent Communication Channel (ACC) and 
Internal Platform Message Transport (IPMT), which are mandatory, normative 
components of the FIPA architecture, impose extra complexity and delay in a system 
constituted by homogeneous.  
It is likely that a legacy agent system will not utilise the FIPA Agent Communication 
Language (ACL), especially if the agents within such a system are identical. An 
important role of the gateway, in this context, is to translate messages from a FIPA 
compliant to legacy system. There are also cases where agents exchange data in the form 
of simple Strings i.e. without the need of parsing and unparsing the transmitted 
information.  
In addition, the FIPA-compliant gateways have a direct affect on the security of the 
system and therefore on its performance. The more secure the FIPA-compliant gateways 
are, the less security is needed for the rest of the system. For instance, the cost of 
encrypting the messages transmitted between the agents, apart from the gateway agent, 
can be avoided. Consequently, the minimization of security (apart from the FIPA-
compliant gateways) increases the overall performance of the system. 

 

3. STEPS OF DEPLOYMENT 
The deployment of the FIPA-compliant gateways involves two main steps: (a) the creation 
and configuration of the two FIPA-compliant gateways i.e. one to support interoperability 
between an external MAS and the legacy one, and vise-versa, and (b) the creation of the 
each of the gateway agents i.e. one per gateway. 
 
3.1 Creation of the FIPA-compliant gateways 
As mentioned in section 2, an agent platform implementation to be considered FIPA-compliant, it 
must at least adhere to the latest FIPA “Agent Management” and “Agent Communication Language” 
specifications. Therefore, the gateways should also adhere to those specifications too. 
The creation of the gateways, that will adhere to those specifications, may be easily 
achieved by using a toolkit like FIPA-OS[3]. FIPA-OS is an open source implementation of 
the mandatory elements contained within the FIPA specification for agent interoperability. 
In addition to supporting the FIPA interoperability concepts, FIPA-OS also provides a 
component based architecture to enable the development of domain specific agents which 
can utilise the services of the FIPA Platform agents. The primary aim of FIPA-OS is to 
reduce the current barriers in the adoption of FIPA technology by supplementing the 
technical specification documents with managed open source code.  



After the initial installation of FIPA-OS only the configuration[50] of the platform remains. 
Briefly, this includes the configuration of the: 

- platform profile: describes information about the FIPA-OS platform, including the 
platform’s host-name, the ‘location’ of the AMS and location of other profiles used by 
entities within the platform (i.e. gateway agents, ACC). The identification of a Naming 
Service is also necessary for agents on a platform to locate one another. 

- ACC profile: provides configuration information for the ACC of the platform, including 
the internal MTPs the platform is using, the external MTPs for communication with 
external MAS, details of other platforms that should be contacted at start-up. 

Once the configuration is finished, the execution of a simple FIPA-OS script starts-up the 
configured FIPA-agent platform with the AMS and DF agents initialized. The last piece 
remaining for the implementation of the FIPA-compliant gateways are the gateway agents. 
  
3.2. Creation of the Gateway agent that supports interoperability between an EX MAS and 
the legacy one   
An example code of a simple gateway agent (GA) written in Java using the FIPA-OS 
toolkit[3] is demonstrated below. Basically, GA is composed of three main classes. In the 
first class, the constructor (line 1), GA sets a listener (line 5) and registers itself with the 
AMS of its platform (line 6). In line 7, GA calls the registration_with_DF method, where it 
registers itself with the DF along with all the available services provided by its internal 
agents. 
In the second class (line 12), a method is created for each performative that is supported by 
GA. For instance, when GA receives a message, its listener set in the first class, calls 
IdelTask  class (the second one) and according to the incoming performative the 
appropriate method of IdleTask  is  executed e.g. code lines 14-18 handle any incoming 
Request performative. Therefore, when GA receives a Request from an external MAS its 
handleRequest method is executed (line 12) which in turn calls the b_response (third 
class).  
When the third class (line 21) is initialized, GA validates the incoming Request message 
(line 26) and, if it is not understood it sends a Not-understood performative to the external 
sender agent, otherwise it sends an Agree performative. In the case where the message is 
understood, GA calls the find_IntAgent method (line 31) in order to find which of its 
internal agent hands the service indicated by the incoming message. In line 32, GA 
forwards the translated incoming message (line 26) to its appropriate internal agent along 
with the external agent’s conversation ID. Once, the internal agent has accomplished its 
task i.e. served the request, GA translates the results received by the former agent in order 
to generate an ACL message (line 35). Then, it replies to the external agent based on the 
conversation indicated by the conversation ID received from the internal agent (that GA 
had initially passed to it) via an Inform performative (line 36) which include the results.   
 
Example of a simple Gateway Agent 



 
1  public class GA extends FIPAOSAgent 
2  { 
3   public GA(String platform,String name,String ownership) 
4    { 
5     setListenerTask(new IdleTask()); 
6     registerWithAMS(); 
7     registration_with_DF(); 
8     ... 
9    } 
10  ... 
11 } 
12 public class IdleTask extends Task 
13  { 
14   public void handleRequest(Conversation conv) 
15    { 
16     ...       
17     newTask(new b_response(conv),conv); 
18    } 
19   ...  
20  } 
21 public class b_response extends Task 
22 {  
23  protected void startTask() 
24  { 
25    //Translate the incoming ACL msg. 
26   mes_transl=translate_mes_GA_to_IntA(ext_mes); 
27    // If it is not OK send a Not-understood ACL msg,  
28       otherwise send an Agree ACL msg. 
29   ... 
30    //If ACL msg is OK, serve the request. 
31   internal_agent=find_IntAgent(service_req); 
32   mes=contact_IntAgent(internal_agent,mes_transl,convID); 
33   ... 
34    //send results to the ext.agent via an Inform ACL msg 
35   reply_mes=translate_mes_IntA_to_GA(mes); 
36   response_mes(ext_agent,reply_mes,covID2); 
37   ... 
38  } 
39 } 
 



3.3 Creation of the Gateway agent that supports interoperability between the legacy MAS 
and an external one 
The realization of this GA is completely upon to the developer’s point of view. According 
to the services required by its internal agents, GA should be programmed in order to know 
which external agent(s) provide the appropriate service(s), how to communicate with those 
agents and how to translate its internal agents’ request to ACL messages and vise-versa 
i.e. how the incoming ACL messages have to be translated to the form understood by its 
internal agents.   
Note that amendments on the original architecture of the legacy MAS on which the FIPA-
compliant gateways will be adopted, concerns only the agents that need to communicate 
with the gateway agent. This involves an extra method in the structure of each internal 
agent so as to enable them to send and receive a message from/to the appropriate gateway 
agent. 
 
4. TESTING THE INTEROPERABILITY OF THE FIPA-COMPLIANT GATEWAYS 
Our research is based on the Synthetic Aperture Radar Atlas (SARA) active Digital 
Library[10][11]. In order to achieve interoperability between our system and a foreign one, 
we have adopted the FIPA-compliant gateways approach. In the following section we give 
a brief discussion of SARA project, we demonstrate how interoperability can be achieved 
by using the approach outlined previously and we present results of experiment tests 
performed on the interoperability of our system.  

4.1 The SARA Active Digital Library 
SARA is an active digital library of multi-spectral remote sensing images of the earth from 
the SIR-C Shuttle mission, which provides web-based online access to a library of data 
objects at Caltech, the San Diego Supercomputer Center, and  the University of Lecce in 
Italy. The objective of the SARA project is to develop an infrastructure for a high-speed, 
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high-volume, multi-protocol, distributed database, together with a means to attach 
distributed computing resources for data conversion, visualization and knowledge 
discovery[12].  
A prototype MAS, which comprises both intelligent and mobile agents, has been 
developed to manage and analyse distributed multi-agency remote sensing data; more 
information can be found on our web-site[7]. The SARA architecture is composed of a 
collection of information and web servers, each of them having a group of agents , Local 
Interface Agents (LIA) and User Interface Agents (UIA) accordingly. 
We separate mobile agents from stationary service agents. Our approach is to localize the 
most complex functionality in non-mobile LIAs, which remain at one location, providing 
resources and facilities to lightweight mobile agents that require less processor time to be 
serialized and therefore quicker to transmit. LIAs are stationary agents that provide an 
extensible set of services. LIAs provide a level of abstraction between resource servers 
and requesting mobile agents, namely: 

- LAA (Local Assistant Agent) supports interaction with any visiting URAs and 
assists  the completion of the task carried by the URA. It also performs a resource-
check on the user’s file-space. Each user has a fixed amount of physical storage on 
each server, where their files are being stored. The objective of LAA’s resource-check 
is to maintain the file-space of each user, and prevent a user from exceeding the fixed 
amount of physical storage space that he owns on a given information server. Finally 
it informs LMA for the availability of resources.      

- LMA (Local Management Agent) coordinates access to other LIAs and supports 
negotiation among agents. It is responsible for optimizing itineraries to minimize the 
bottlenecks inherent in parallel processing and ensuring that the URA is transferred 
successfully. It also informs UMA for the status of its local server. 

- LRA (Local Retrieval Agent) translates query tasks and performs data retrieval from 
the local archive. In addition, LRA may also perform other operations such as saving 
and formatting the results to a file before sending it to the URA agent. 

- LIGA (Local InterGration Agent) provides a gateway to a local workstation cluster, or 
a parallel machine. 

- LSA (Local Security Agent) is responsible for authenticating and performing a 
validation check on the incoming URAs. The URA will be allocated an access 
permission level. Agents from registered users may use have access to more 
information resources than the agents from unregistered users. 

- UMA (Universal Management Agent) Its task is to optimize the overall system’s 
performance. Based on its interaction with each LMA, it is capable of optimizing 
mobile agent migration from the beginning; apply cash techniques and balance the 
distribution of agents between the information servers.  This is due to its information 
concerning the system status i.e. the status of each server, the availability of 
resources, the distribution of agents on the network and their activities, any 
conflicts/failures or updates taking place on the system. 



- URAS (URA’s Servant) is the FIPA-compliant gateway agent of each information 
server. Its task is to perform interoperability between SARA system and a FIPA-
compliant one. 

- EXSA (EXternal Service Agent) is the FIPA-compliant agent of each web server. Its 
task is to perform interoperability between a FIPA-compliant system and SARA. 

UIAs provide a front end to the end user, for checking the user input and displaying the 
results, namely: 

- UAA (User Assistant Agent) manages the information of the user and provides 
control functions for him. It launches URAs on behalf of the user, tracks their 
progress and location, and provides the dispatched URA with a contact point to 
which the results can be returned. It also enables the visualization of results according 
to the user’s choice. 

- URA (User Request Agent) is responsible for holding a user’s request, carrying it to 
the appropriate local archive site(s) interacting with LIAs at each remote site visited, 
fusing the results into a single result that answers the user’s query and returning the 
results to the UAA. 

4.2 Agent Collaboration Support Mechanism 
In  this  section  we  describe  in  detail  the  interaction  scheme of  the SARA  agents.   
Figure 3 illustrates  a  simple   example   of   query  processing,  and  shows the interaction 
and  collaboration of the agents. The process of agent execution is as follows: 
Step 1: The user visits the SARA web-server where he enters his information i.e. the 

desired query, username, password. Its information is gathered by UAA agent, 
which is in the form of a servlet. 

Step 2:  UAA launches URA by supplying it with the user’s information. 
Step 3: URA communicates with UMA which is responsible of constructing URA’s 

itinerary according to the information provided by the former and the current 
status of the system (known by UMA), i.e. availability of resources, server 
failures, number of agents on each server. UMA may also direct URA to collect 
the results of its query from a server which have already been stored by a 
previous agent having a similar query. The management agent’s (UMA, LMA) 
interaction is described in [6]. 

Step 4: Once the URA’s itinerary is constructed, it communicates with the LSA of the first 
server of its itinerary.  

Step 5: After URA is authenticated and accepted by the server that it  needs to migrate to 
(through LSA), it migrates to it. 

Step 6,7: Interacts with LAA and LRA which act as wrappers, wrap up the information 
source and make it thus accessible in a standard form. For instance, LAA 
connects to the server’s database using JDBC, then LRA executes the URA’s 
query and converts  the results into XML. Finally, the results are send back to 
URA. 



Step 8: URA reports its activities on the local server to LMA. If URA needs to migrate 
again and there is a change in the systems status that affect URA’s task, LMA is 
responsible of informing URA and amending its itinerary. 

Step 9: As in step 4, before URA migrates to the next  server of its itinerary, it needs first to 
communicate with the LSA of that server. 

Step 10: Once LSA has granted access to URA, URA moves to the foreign server to 
continue its task.  

When URA accomplish it task, it sends a URL reference with the results of analysis to 
LAA. LAA is then able of presenting the results to the user. 
4.3 SARA and FIPA Compliance 
The introduction of FIPA interoperability into the SARA system enables it to communicate 
with other MAS and vice-versa. The union of SARA system with other MAS extends its 
capabilities by providing users with further information. For instance, information retrieved 
from the SARA system can be further enhanced by additional information gathered from a 
GIS system that is capable of interoperating with SARA. The longitude and latitude of a 
particular area of the earth can be used as parameters on a GIS (Geographic Information 
System) to retrieve land information such as street names, which can then be combined 
with the image based on geographical coordinates in SARA, resulting in a detailed map of 
the particular area. Likewise, a foreign MAS can interoperate with SARA and use its 
information. 
The interoperability of the SARA system is based on the use of FIPA-compliant gateways 
which are implemented using FIPA-OS toolkit. The architecture of the SARA system with 
added FIPA interoperability is depicted in figure 3. An external multi-agent system (EX 
MAS) can interoperate with SARA through the FIPA-compliant gateway (outlined by the 
dashed box) which is placed on every Web-server, where SARA can interoperate with an 
EX MAS through the FIPA-compliant gateway which is placed on every Information-
server. The architecture of the FIPA-compliant gateways which is a slight variation of the 
architecture of FIPA-OS configuration case 2[4] is depicted in detail in figures 4 and 5. 
The EXSA agent is the gateway agent of the FIPA-compliant gateway placed on every 
Web-server. This agent is responsible for receiving a request from an external MAS i.e. a 
foreign agent, and passing it to the URA. EXSA can be considered similar to UAA; based 
on the fact that, as a client is represented by a UAA, an external MAS is represented by an 
EXSA. When URA receives the appropriate information from EXSA it processes its 
request (i.e. by starting its itinerary) as it would be instructed by a UAA agent. When URA 
finishes its job, it sends the results back to the EXSA which then passes this to the foreign 
agent from where the request has been initially placed. The resource access level and 
request’s priority level is according to the EX MAS that accesses SARA.  
The URAS agent is the gateway agent of the FIPA-compliant gateway placed on every 
Information-server. The purpose of this agent is to server URA with information gathered 
from foreign MAS. When URA needs to access an EX MAS, it passes its request to the 
URAS which is responsible of fulfilling URA’s request. Ones, URAS has came in contact 



with the foreign agent of the appropriate EX MAS and has the results requested by the 
URA, it sends them back to URA. Until URAS has not acquired the results requested by 
URA, URA is free to continue with its next task (if it has one), migrate to another        
information-server or wait for URAS agent’s response.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Experiment test results 
To test the interoperability of SARA system with a foreign one we have conducted our 
experiments using to different types of foreign agent FIPA-compliant platforms. The first 
one was implemented using FIPA-OS toolkit (version 2_1_0-20030219000011, build:314) 
running on Unix and the second one was implemented on JADE framework[51] (version 
2.4.1) running on Linux. 
The tester agent of the FIPA-OS agent platform was a simple agent that we created to 
search the DF of SARA system for the EXSA’s service and perform a Request. The second 
tester agent of the JADE agent platform was one of the tester agents of the Manchester 
node of Agentcities[52], which is running in the Agentcities test bed since December 2001. 
It is hosted by UMIST (University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology) in 
Manchester[53]. 

Fig 4. Representation of the FIPA-compliant gateway    
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Fig 5. Representation of the FIPA-compliant gateway  
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The screenshots in figure 6 show the results of our experiments. The top picture is the 
console server of the SARA web server (running on Windows XP), the middle one is the 
console of the SARA information server (running on Unix) and the last one shows the 
execution of the tester agent of the FIPA-OS agent platform (running on Unix). The first 
picture shows the interactions of the tester agents with the EXSA gateway agent, where 
the second one presents  the execution of the URA agent on the SARA information server 
i.e. interacting with the local stationary agent of the SARA information server to 
accomplish the external tester agent’s requests. Details on the messages exchanged 
between the tester agents, the EXSA gateway agent and URA can be found in the 
Appendix.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Test results 
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APPENDIX: Test results 
 
An example of an ACL message send to the EXSA gateway agent by the tester agents  
requesting a SARA image of specific coordinates: 
 
(request 
:sender (agent_from_EX MAS) 
 
:receiver (EXSA) 
:content “coordinates 16.317 107.654 16.061 108.082 16.828  
          108.575 17.087 108.144” 
:language PlainText 
… 
) 
                 ----------------------------- 
 
The messages received by the tester agent of the JADE agent platform: 
 
Message 1 received: 
(AGREE 
 :sender  ( agent-identifier  :name EXSA@gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk 
:addresses (sequenc 
e fipaos-rmi://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:3000/EXSA fipaos-
rmi://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:30 
00/acc 
IOR:000000000000001149444c3a464950412f4d54533a312e3000000000
0000000100000 
00000000030000100000000000867616c6c69756d0004cf000000000018a
fabcafe000000026dc43 
2d3000000080000000000000000 
iiop://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:4000/acc corbaname::galli 



um.cs.cf.ac.uk:4000/NameService#acc 
http://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:8080 )) 
 :receiver  (set ( agent-identifier  :name 
DFTester@Halkidiki.agentcities.org :a 
ddresses (sequence http://Halkidiki2.co.umist.ac.uk:7777/acc 
)) ) 
 :content  "coordinates 16.317 107.654 16.061 108.082 16.828 
108.575 17.087 108. 
144" 
 :language  ASCII 
 :conversation-id  EXSA@gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk104920921126114 
) 
 
 
Message 2 received: 
(INFORM 
 :sender  ( agent-identifier  :name EXSA@gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk 
:addresses (sequenc 
e fipaos-rmi://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:3000/EXSA fipaos-
rmi://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:30 
00/acc 
IOR:000000000000001149444c3a464950412f4d54533a312e3000000000
0000000100000 
00000000030000100000000000867616c6c69756d0004cf000000000018a
fabcafe000000026dc43 
2d3000000080000000000000000 
iiop://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:4000/acc corbaname::galli 
um.cs.cf.ac.uk:4000/NameService#acc 
http://gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk:8080 )) 
 :receiver  (set ( agent-identifier  :name 
DFTester@Halkidiki.agentcities.org :a 
ddresses (sequence http://Halkidiki2.co.umist.ac.uk:7777/acc 
)) ) 
 :content  
"http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/user/C.Georgousopoulos1/gallium/EXSA
/010403/gallium_8000_EXSA_10492 
09212627.xml" 
 :language  ASCII 
 :conversation-id  EXSA@gallium.cs.cf.ac.uk104920921126114 
) 
             -------------------------------- 



 
The message that is generated after the translation of the ACL message received by the 
EXSA gateway agent, into the XML form understood by its internal agent i.e. URA: 
  
<?xml version=’1.0’> 
<!DOCTYPE message SYSTEM “message.dtd”> 
<Message type=”request” id=”CLIENTID”> 
<Context sender=”//web_server1/EXSA” 
receiver=”//web_server1/URA”> 
<Content> <querydef> &trackquery;</querydef> </Content> 
</Message> 
 
where the trackquery contains: 
 
<?xml version=’1.0’> 
<!DOCTYPE trackquery SYSTEM “trackquery.dtd”>  
<trackquery> <Condition> <and> 
< MoreThanOrEqual > <left> latitude.upperleft</left> <right>16.317 
</right> </ MoreThanOrEqual > 
< MoreThanOrEqual > <left> longtitude.upperleft</left> <right>107.654 
</right> </ MoreThanOrEqual > 
< MoreThanOrEqual > <left> latitude.upperright</left> <right>16.061 
</right> </ MoreThanOrEqual > 
< LessThanOrEqual > <left> longtitude.upperright</left> 
<right>108.082 </right> </ LessThanOrEqual > 
< LessThanOrEqual > <left> latitude.lowerleft</left> <right>16.828 
</right> </ LessThanOrEqual > 
< MoreThanOrEqual > <left> longitude.lowerleft</left> <right>108.575 
</right> </ MoreThanOrEqual > 
< LessThanOrEqual > <left> latitude.lowerright</left> <right>17.087 
</right> </ LessThanOrEqual > 
< LessThanOrEqual > <left> longitude.lowerright</left> 
<right>108.144</right> </ LessThanOrEqual > 
</and> </Condition> </trackquery> 
                                              ----------------------------------------- 
The content of the Inform message send to the tester agents by the EXSA gateway agent 
after their request has been served is a URL address. The results of their Request based on 
the coordinates specified in their ACL message could be traced by accessing the 
corresponding URL. For instance, the results retrieved from the SARA DL based on the 
coordinates specified by the tester agent of the JADE agent platform are:  
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<SARAMETADATA> 



<SARATRACK IDTRACK="13106"> 
<NAME>Phnum Voeene, Cambodia</NAME> 
<TRACKDATE>1994-04-16 00:00:00.0</TRACKDATE> 
<WIDTH>4304</WIDTH> 
<HEIGHT>7996</HEIGHT> 
<CHANNELS>2</CHANNELS> 
<SARACOORDS> 
<SARACOORD><LAT>16.3170</LAT><LON>107.6540</LON></SARACOORD> 
<SARACOORD><LAT>16.0610</LAT><LON>108.0820</LON></SARACOORD> 
<SARACOORD><LAT>16.8280</LAT><LON>108.5750</LON></SARACOORD> 
<SARACOORD><LAT>17.0870</LAT><LON>108.1440</LON></SARACOORD> 
</SARACOORDS> 
<SARAFILES> 
<SARAFILE 
NAME="pr13106_byt_hh"><POLARIZATION>LHH</POLARIZATION> 
</SARAFILE> 
<SARAFILE 
NAME="pr13107_byt_hv"><POLARIZATION>CHV</POLARIZATION> 
</SARAFILE> 
</SARAFILES> 
<SARASTORED> 
<SERVER>server1</SERVER> 
</SARASTORED> 
</SARATRACK> 
</SARAMETADATA> 


